where jli is a small positive quantity. It will be seen that solution of the problem involves the determination of the "characteristic exponent" a from the equation 
of the four quantities, real and imaginary parts of 0i and 02. D is a power series in /x2 since 5 = 0(m2), « = 0(m<), v = 0(m4).
The coefficients C of the series depend on 90 alone. The numerical evaluation of the coefficients of the expansion is the principal aim of this paper. This is best accomplished by first re-expressing the "doubly infinite" Hill determinant O in terms of its "simply infinite" principal subdeterminants Dn, D = /(Z)0, D1} ),
and then expanding Dn into the series Dn = 1 A t5 A tc A ,,■>] -{-A ?5 + •••.
The coefficients of the expansions (7) and (8) are tabulated in Tables II and I respectively for a convenient range of da. For the sake of simpler printing the notation -{«. d' ('rjk} (8') will be used whenever the subscript of A becomes excessively long. The practical solution of Eq. (1) is carried out in four steps. First, the determinants Dn, Eqs. (8) , are evaluated by means of Table I . Next O, Eq. (7), is determined from Table II . The third step consists in solving Eq. (4) or one of its variants (13a, b, c) for a, and the last step is the determination of the coefficients c* of solution (2). A convenient method for carrying out this last step is discussed in Section 2. The derivations of the formulas for {n, 5'e'jj*} and for the coefficients of (7) are presented in Section 3. A numerical example is given in Section 4.
The present paper is based on a study which was recently undertaken at the McDonnell Aircraft Corp. under the sponsorship of the Bureau of Aeronautics, U. S. Navy Department. The study was prompted by recent instances of control difficulties of some helicopters and rotor blade failures of others. As will be shown in a separate paper,1 the natural modes in which hinged rotor blades flap can be represented by solutions of Eq. (1) multiplied by suitable damping factors. It will be found that the stability of the blade motion decreases as the speed of advance of the helicopter increases (as ix increases). Nevertheless, instability does not set in, because ah aerodynamic damping effect outweighs, at all feasable speeds, the tendency towards instability which results from the flapping motion.
The writer's thanks are due to his colleague, Elizabeth J. Spitzer, for checking the derivations and the numerical work. The writer also wishes to express his indebtedness to Messrs. W. R. Foote, H. Poritsky and J. J. Slade, who in their paper on rotational instability of shafts2 applied a Laplace expansion to a doubly infinite determinant, and thus suggested the present approach.
2. Method of solution. The solution of Eq. (la) is assumed in the standard form +°°t #) = e°+ X) c*eik*-
-oo Substitution of expression (2) into Eq. (la) leads to the infinite set of homogeneous equations for the coefficients ct(<r):
The equations are consistent if their determinant, A(<r), vanishes. The consistency criterion A(ff) =0 (10) can be expressed in the much simpler form* 4 sin iva = + V5Tsin (4) where
is the determinant of system (9) for a = 0 when each equation is divided by the coefficient of the diagonal term, and ("b) O is either positive or negative, and so is 60. Thus the quantity \/<D sin T-\/d0 is either real or pure imaginary. In the first case set q = V55~sin 7r\/0<r = --© sinh ir\/-do.
In the second case set
Then the solution of the transcendental equation (4) is given by 1 . ,
t Vl ~ q2 1 , = -log (q + Vq2 ~ 1) + (m -b)i for q g -1, q ^ 1,
TT = -log (q' + \/q'2 + 1) + mi for q imaginary.
x Once D is known, the calculation of a from (13) with m --1 are identical. Thus, as one passes to the limit N-► cc, any m and any 2iV+l adjoining equations will lead to the same function Vi(yp) [or v2{yp)] . In practice, where one is limited to a finite number of equations, 2JV+1, it is best to use the centrally located equations k=-N to +iV with an m which makes ca the dominating term in the series (2). In general vi, associated with crj, and i>2, associated with <Ti, are linearly independent functions. An exceptional case arises when <rr = 0, and (T, is an integral multiple of Then substitution of ai and <r2 into the system (9) leads to the same function +«.
i'x = cte'**, (v = 0 or J).
-oo
The second, linearly independent, solution is now a "quasiperiodic function":4®
-oo -oc -I
For convenience the functions (15a) will be called "purely periodic" functions. Determination of the purely periodic solutions (15a) forms the subject matter of most investigations on Mathieu and Hill differential equations. The purely periodic 4a M. J. O. Slrutt, loc. cit., p. 23. As an exception there may be two purely periodic solutions. For instance, for 6o = 4, 0i = 02 = O, one obtains i'i =cos 2i/<, = sin 2\p.
solutions are usually of greatest interest, because they separate the p-regions of stability (<rr = 0; v\ and v2 are oscillatory) from the /i-regions of instability (a, >0, v\-»» as i/<->x>). A purely periodic solution can be obtained, cf. Eqs. (12), (13), only when q' = 0 (P --0, or perhaps 6o = k2), or when g = ± 1 (Dand 6o are such that \/0 sin 7r\/0o = 1 or V-V sinh 7r\/-0O=1). In general 0o = &2 does not provide a purely periodic function.
In the present analysis the principal interest is attached to the unstable solutions
-00
of (1) which, after multiplication by a damping factor e~n*n, are still stable. These solutions are in the "transition region" which extends from the /*-value for which v(\p) is purely periodic to the ju-value for which e~n*n v(\//) is purely periodic. It will be seen in Reference 1 that a rapidly advancing helicopter usually operates in the transition region.
3. Expansion of Hill's infinite determinant. It will be convenient to call the determinant £), Eq. (11a), a doubly infinite determinant to indicate that it extends to infinity both upward and downward. Simply infinite determinant are the principal subdeterminants of 0,
The first extends to infinity downward, the second upward. Simply infinite determinants are also the auxiliary subdeterminants 9) y" 9_iy" 0_2y" 0
S" differs from D" only in the first column; Tn differs from E" only in the rightmost column.
One readily establishes the recurrence relations
Sn ~ eiynDn+1 6-lO%ynyn+lDn+2 I n-^ 1*5*71. 2" (19b) A Laplace expansion of the doubly infinite determinant 0 along a dividing line between row k = 0 and k = -1 leads to the following expression involving only simply infinite determinants of type D", En, Sr, Tn:
Since, by virtue of (lb)
Tn = S* (^ Sn, when 6* ^ 0U 0* ^ 02) (21b) and by virtue of (2) and (19b)
a replacement of E" by Dn and a repeated insertion of (19b) into (20) gradually eliminates all but the D" type of determinants from the expression for D. It is also found that 0i, 0_i, 02, 0_2 appear only in the combinations S, e, given in (6a). Thus, by virtue of (6b), the expansion of 0 progresses in powers of ju2. Using the notation 2 yon2 = yoyiy2,
one finds that to /*10 terms
The same process can also be carried out for the simply infinite determinant Dn. Disregarding the exceptional case 9o = k2 (y*= «>), one finds that to p10 terms Do = Di -SyoiDt + (-eyo2 + 2ijyoi2)i>3 + (-2 5e + «2)yoi23^4
and D" is obtained from Da by increasing the subscripts in the latter's expression by n.
It will be convenient to introduce at this point the notation S >*366 = 3*366 + y<67 + 3*678 + * ' * I (22b) £ HL ^356 = yi2^3 y^M + 3^3 2 3*467 + 3*34 3*67? -* ' * •
Noting that lim Dn = 1,
n-* oo one obtains, by repeated application of (24),
where As = -22 you A, = -^2 3'o2, Av = 2^2 you, As2 = 22 y«i2-i y**> ' ' ' • (27) The coefficient of a general term, like 8e2, is obtained as follows: Equation (24a) gives rise to the following symbolic products containing 5e2:
It is found that (a) contributes -23 3*oi23 3^23 y57 -23 3*02 23 3*34 23 y^ -23 y^H 3*35 23 y«? (28a) to .*4ge2. (Note that no subscripts can be repeated, nor can any be skipped as one passes from one 23 t0 the next 231 furthermore (a) gives rise to three distinct summation expressions, because yt.k+i can appear in the first place, in the second place, and 
The determination of the other {n, 8ie'r)k} is similar. The numerical values of the coefficients {n, 8V 17*} are given in Table I to 5 decimal places, for 60 ranging from +0.9 to -1.0 (the interesting range in helicopter theory). In the evaluation of {n, SVij*} the first 51 ym were taken into account. (The accuracy obtainable is thus equivalent to the use of a 101-row approximant to 0.) ya to y2o were computed in some instances to 6, in some instances to 7 decimal places; y21 to y60 were computed to 7 decimal places. It is expected that the entries of Table I are in error by not more than 2 units in the fifth decimal place.5
It is readily seen that the present method is not limited to Eq. (1), but can be extended to the general Hill differential equation where dmeim* form a convergent series.
For the special case of Mathieu's equation (6 = 77 = 0), one finds by (23) and ( • M. J. O. Strutt, loc. cit., p. 26.
7 Note that the use of <ri =0.30782 -i/2 leads to the above expression of Vi when Ci is normalized to 1, and to the conjugate complex of the above when c0 is normalized to 1. 
